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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
***** There has been a real, but irregular, increase of global
surface temperature since the late nineteenth century.
***** There has been a marked, but irregular, recession of the
majority of mountain glaciers over the same period.
***** Precipitation has varied greatly in sub-Saharan Africa
on time scales of decades.
*** Precipitation has progressively increased in the Soviet
Union over the last century.
*** A steady increase of cloudiness of a few percent has
been observed since 1950 over the USA.
* A larger, more sudden, but less certain increase of
cloudiness has been observed over Australia.
Observational and palaeo-climatic evidence indicates that the
Earth's climate has varied in the past on time scales ranging from
many millions of years down to a few years. Over the last two
million years, glacial-interglacial cycles have occurred on a time
scale of 100,000 years, with large changes in ice volume and sea
level. During this time, average global surface temperatures
appear to have varied by about 5-7°C. Since the end of the last ice
age, about 10,000 BP, globally averaged surface temperatures
have fluctuated over a range of up to 2°C on time scales of
centuries or more. Such fluctuations include the Holocene
Optimum around 5,000-6,000 years ago. the shorter Medieval
Warm Period around 1000 AD (which may not have been global)
and the Little Ice Age which ended only in the middle to late
nineteenth century. Details are often poorly known because
palaeo-climatic data are frequently sparse.
The instrumental record of surface temperatures over the land
and oceans remains sparse until after the middle of the nineteenth
century. It is common, therefore, to emphasize trends in the global
instrumental record from the late nineteenth century. The record
suggests a global (combined land and ocean) average warming of
0.45+0.15°C since the late nineteenth century, with an estimated
small (less than 0.05°C) exaggeration due to urbanisation in the
land component. The greater part of the global temperature
increase was measured prior to the mid-1940s. Global warming is
indicated by three independent data sets: an tempeiatures over
land, air temperatures over the ocean, and sea surface
temperatures. The latter two data sets show only a small lag
compared with land temperatures. A maiked retieat ot mountain
glaciers in all parts of the world since the end ot the nineteenth
century provides further evidence ol warming.
The temperature record of the last 100 years shows significant
differences in behaviour between the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres. A cooling of the Northern Hemisphere occurred
between the 1940s and the early 1970s, while Southern
Hemisphere temperatures remained nearly constant from the
1940s to about 1970. Since 1970 in the Southern Hemisphere and
1975 in the Northern Hemisphere, a more general warming has
been observed, concentrated into the period 1975-1982, with little
global warming between 1982 and 1989. However, changes of
surface temperature in different regions of the two hemispheres
have shown considerable contrasts for periods as long as decades
throughout the last century, notably in the Northern Hemisphere
Over periods as short as a few years, fluctuations ol global or
hemispheric temperatures of a few tenths ot a degree are
common. Some of these are related to the El Nino-Southern
Oscillation phenomenon in the tropical Pacific. Evidence is also
emerging of decadal time scale variability of ocean circulation
and deep ocean heat content that is likely to be an important factor
in climate change.
It is not yet possible to deduce changes in precipitation on
global or even hemispheric scales. Some regions have, however,
experienced real changes over the past few decades. A large
decline in summer seasonal rainfall has been observed in subSaharan Africa since the 1950s but precipitation appears to have
increased progressively over the Soviet Union during the last
century.
Reliable records of sea-ice and snow are too short to discern
long-term changes. Systematic changes in the number and
intensity of tropical cyclones are not apparent, though fluctuations
may occur on decadal time scales. There is no evidence yet of
global scale changes in the frequency of extreme tempeiatures
Increases in cloud cover have been reported from the oceans and
some land areas Uncertainties in these records are mostly too
large to allow linn conclusions to be drawn Some of the changes
are artificial, but increases of cloudiness over the USA and
Australia over the last forty years may be real.
We conclude that despite great limitations in the quantity and
quality of the available historical temperature data, the evidence
points consistently to a real but irregular warming over the last
century. A global warming of larger size has almost certainly
occurred at least once since the end of the last glaciation without
any appieciable increase in greenhouse gases. Because we do not
understand the reasons for these past warming events it is not yet
possible to attribute a specific proportion ol the recent, smaller,
warming to an increase of greenhouse gases.
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7.1 Introduction
This Section focuses on changes and variations in the
modern climate record To gain a longer term perspective
and to provide a background to the discussion of the
palaeo-analogue forecasting technique in Section 3,
variations in palaeo-chmate are also described Analyses of
the climate record can provide important information about
natural climate variations and variability A major
difficulty in using observed records to make deductions
about changes resulting from recent increases in
greenhouse gases (Sections 1 and 2) is the existence of
natural climatic forcing factors that may add to, or subtract
from, such changes Unforced internal variability of the
climate system will also occur further obscuring any signal
induced by greenhouse gases
Observing the weather, and converting weather data to
information about climate and climate change is a very
complex endeavour Virtually all our information about
modern climate has been derived from measurements
which were designed to monitor weather rather than
climate change Even greatei difficulties arise with the
proxy data (natural iecords of climate sensitive
phenomena, mainly pollen remains, lake varves and ocean
sediments, insect and animal lemains glacier termini)
which must be used to deduce the chaiactenstics of climate
before the modern instrumental period began So special
attention is given to a critical discussion ol the quality of
the data on climate change and vailability and our
confidence in making deductions from these data Note that
we have not made much use of several kinds ot proxy data,
for example tree ring data, that can provide information on
climate change over the last millennium We recognise that
these data have an increasing potential howevei their
indications are not yet sufficiently easy to assess nor
sufficiently integrated with indications from other data to
be used in this report
A brief discussion of the basic concepts of climate
climate change, climate trends etc togethei with references
to material containing more precise definitions of terms, is
found in the Introduction at the beginning ot this Repoit

7.2 Palaeo-Climatic Variations and Change
7.2.7 Climate Of The Past 5,000,000 Years
Climate varies naturally on all time scales from hundreds
of millions of years to a few years Prominent in recent
Earth's history have been the 100,000 year Pleistocene
glacial-interglacial cycles when climate was mostly cooler
than at present (Imbne and Imbne 1979) This period
began about 2,000,000 yeais belorc the picscnt time (BP)
and was preceded by a waimcr epoch having only limited
glaciation, mainly over Antarctica called the Pliocene
Global surface temperatures have typically vaned b> 5-7 C
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through the Pleistocene ice age cycles with large changes
in ice volume and sea level, and temperature variations as
great as 10-15°C in some middle and high latitude regions
of the Northern Hemisphere Since the beginning ol the
current interglacial epoch about 10 000 BP global
temperatures have fluctuated within a much smaller range
Some fluctuations have nevertheless lasted several
centuries, including the Little Ice Age which ended in the
nineteenth century and which was global in extent
Proxy data clearly indicate that the Earth emerged from
the last ice age 10,000 to 15,000 BP (Figure 7 I) During
this glacial period continental size ice sheets covered
much of North America and Scandinavia and world sea
level was about 120m below present values An important
cause of the recurring glaciations is believed to be
variations in seasonal radiation receipts in the Northern
Hemisphere These variations are due to small changes in
the distance ot the Earth from the sun in given seasons and
slow changes in the angle of the tilt of the Earths axis
which affects the amplitude of the seasonal insolation
These Milankovitch orbital effects (Berger, 1980) appear
to be correlated with the glacial-interglacial cycle since
glacials arise when solar radiation is least in the
extratiopical Northern Hemisphere summer
Variations in carbon dioxide and methane in ice age
cycles aie also very important lactors, they served to
modify and perhaps amplify the other forcing effects (sec
Section 1) However, there is evidence that rapid changes
in climate have occurred on time scales ol about a century
which cannot be directly related to orbital foicing oi to
changes in atmospheric composition The most diamatic of
these events was the Youngei Diyas cold episode which
involved an abrupt reversal of the general warming trend in
progiess aiound 10 500 BP as the last episode of
continental glaciation came to a close The Youngei Dryas
was an event of global significance it was cleaily observed
in New Zealand (Salingei 1989) though its influence may
not have extended to all parts of the globe (Rind et al
1986) There is as yet no consensus on the reasons for this
climatic reversal which lasted about 500 years and ended
veiy suddenly However because the signal was strongest
around the North Atlantic Ocean suggestions have been
made that the climatic reversal had its physical origin in
large changes in the sea surface temperature (SST) ot the
North Atlantic Ocean One possibility is that the cooling
may have resulted from reduced deep watei pioduction in
the Noith Atlantic following large scale melting of the
Lauicntide Ice sheet and the icsulting influx of huge
amounts of low density freshwater into the northein Noith
Atlantic ocean (Broecker et al 1985) Consequential
changes in the global oceanic circulation may have
occuned (Sticet Penott and Perrott 1990) which ma> ha\c
nnohed variations in the strength of the thcimohaiine
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emulation in the Atlantic This closed oceanic emulation
involves northward flow of water near the ocean surface
sinking in the sub-Arctic and a return flow at depth The
relevance of the Younger Dryas to today s conditions is that
it is possible that changes in the theimohalme circulation of
a qualitatively similar character might occur quite quickly
dunng a warming of the climate induced by greenhouse
gases A possible trigger might be an increase of
precipitation over the extiatropical Noith Atlantic
(Brocekcr, 1987), though the changes in ocean circulation
are most likely to be considerably smallei than in the
Younger Dryas Section 6 gives further details
The period since the end of the last glaciation has been
characterized by small changes in global average
temperature with a range of probably less than 2°C (Figure
7 1), though it is still not clear whethci all the fluctuations
indicated were truly global However, large regional
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagrams of global temperature variations
since the Pleistocene on three time scales (a) the last million
years (b) the last ten thousand years and (c) the last thousand
years The dotted line nominally represents conditions near the
beginning of the twentieth century

changes in hydrological conditions have occurred, particularly in the tropics Wetter conditions in the Sahara
from 12 000 to 4,000 yeais BP enabled cultural groups to
survive by hunting and fishing in what are today almost the
most and regions on Earth During this time Lake Chad
expanded to become as large as the Caspian Sea is today
(several hundred thousand km^. Grove and Warren, 1968)
Drier conditions became established after 4,000 BP and
many former lake basins became completely dry (StreetPerrot and Harnson 1985) Pollen sequences from lake
beds of northwest India suggest that periods with subdued
monsoon activity existed during the recent glacial
maximum (Singh etal 1974) but the epoch 8,000 to 2,500
BP experienced a humid climate with frequent floods
There is giowing evidence that worldwide temperatures
weie highei than at piesent during the mid-Holocene
(especially 5 000-6 000 BP), at least in summer, though
carbon dioxide levels appear to have been quite similar to
those of the pre-mdustnal era at this time (Section 1 i Thus
parts <si western Euiope China, Japan, the eastern USA
were a few degrees warmer in July during the midHolocene than in recent decades (Yoshino and Urushibara,
1978, Webb ct al 1987, Huntley and Prentice, 1988,
Zhang and Wang 1990) Parts of Australasia and Chile
were also waimei The late tenth to early thirteenth
centuries (about AD 950-1250) appear to have been
exceptionally warm in western Europe, Iceland and
Greenland (Alexandre 1987, Lamb, 1988) This period is
known as the Medieval Climatic Optimum China was,
however, cold at this time (mainly in winter) but South
Japan was warm (Yoshino, 1978) This period of
widespread warmth is notable in that there is no evidence
that it was accompanied by an increase of greenhouse
gases
Cooler episodes have been associated with glacial
advances in alpine regions of the world, such neo-glacial'
episodes have been increasingly common in the last few
thousand years Of particulai interest is the most recent
cold event, the Little Ice Age , which resulted in extensive
glacial advances in almost all alpine regions of the world
between 150 and 450 years ago (Grove, 1988) so that
glaciers were more extensive 100-200 years ago than now
nearly everywhere (Figure 7 2) Although not a period of
continuously cold climate, the Little Ice Age was probably
the coolest and most globally extensive cool period since
the Younger Dryas In a few regions, alpine glaciers
advanced down-valley even further than during the last
glaciation (tor example, Miller, 1976) Some have argued
that an increase in explosive volcanism was responsible for
the coolness (for example Hammer, 1977, Porter, 1986),
others claim a connection between glacier advances and
reductions in solar activity (Wigley and Kelly, 1989) such
as the Maunder and Sporer solar activity minima (Eddy,
1976), but see also Pittock (1983) At present, there is no
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Note that the word optimum" is used here ior
convenience and is taken to imply a warm climate
However such a climate may not be "optimal" in all senses
7 22 1 Pliocene climatic optimum (about 3,300,000 to
4,300,000 BP)
Reconstructions of summer and winter mean temperatures
and total annual precipitation have been made for this
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Figure 7.2: Worldwide glacier termini fluctuations over the last
three centuries (after Grove, 1988, and other sources)
90° W.

agreed explanation for these recurrent cooler episodes The
Little Ice Age came to an end only in the nineteenth
century Thus some of the global warming since 1850
could be a recovery from the Little Ice Age rather than a
direct result of human activities So it is important to
recognise that natural variations of climate are appreciable
and will modulate any future changes induced by man
7.2.2 Palaeo-Climate Analogues from Three Warm
Epochs
Thiee periods from the past have been suggested by
Budyko and Izrael (1987) as analogues of a iuture warm
climate For the second and third periods listed below,
however, it can be argued that the changed seasonal
distribution of incoming solar radiation existing at those
times may not necessarily have produced the same climate
as would lesult from a globally-averaged increase in
greenhouse gases
1)

The climate optimum of the Pliocene (about
3.300,000 to 4,300,000 years BP)

Figure 7.3: (a) Departures of summer air temperature (°C) from
modern values for the Pliocene climatic optimum (4 ~\ to 3 1
million years BP) (from Budyko and brael 1987)
(b) Departures of annual precipitation (mm) from modern values
for the Pliocene climatic optimum (from Budyko and I/rael 1987
Peshy and Vehchko 1990)
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penod by scientists in the USSR Many types ot proxy data
weic used to develop temperature and precipitation patterns
over the land masses of the Northern Hemisphere (Budyko
and I/rael 1987) Over the oceans, the main sources of
information were cores drilled in the bed of the deep ocean
by the American Deep sea Ocean Core Drilling Project
Some ol these reconstructions are shown in Figure 7 3a
and b
Figure 7 3a suggests that mid-latitude Northern
Hemisphere summer temperatures averaged about 3-4°C
higher than present-day values Atmospheric concentrations of caibon dioxide are estimated by Budyko et al
(1985) to have been near 600 ppm, I e twice as large as
immediately pre industrial values Howevei Bemer et al
(1983) show lower carbon dioxide concentrations So there
is some doubt about the extent to which atmospheric
caibon dioxide concentrations were higher than present
values during the Pliocene Figure 7 3b is a partial re
construction of Northern Hemisphere annual precipitation,
this was generally greater during the Pliocene Of special
interest is increased annual precipitation in the and regions
ot Middle Asia and Northern Africa where temperatures
were lower than at present in summer
Unceitainties associated with the interpretation of these
reconstiuctions are considerable and include
1)

2)

3)

Imprecise dating of the records, especially those from
the continents (uncertainties of 100,000 years or
more),
Differences from the present day surface geography,
including changes in topography thus Tibet was at
least 1000m lower than now and the Greenland ice
sheet may have been much smaller,
The ecology of life on Earth from which many of the
proxy data are derived was significantly different

See also Sections 5 5 3 and 4 10
Eimum mteiqlacial optimum (125 000 130 000
\cai\BP)
Palaco-botanic oxygen-isotope and other geological data
show that the climates of the warmest parts of some of the
Pleistocene interglacials were considerably warmer (1 to
2°C) than the modern climate They have been considered
as analogues ot future climate (Budyko and Izrael, 1987,
Zubakov and Borzenkova, 1990) Atmospheric carbon
dioxide reached about 300 ppm during the Eemian
optimum (Section 1) but a more important cause of the
warmth may have been that the eccentricity of the Earth s
orbit around the sun was about twice the modern value,
giving markedly more radiation in the northern hemisphere
summer The last mterglacial optimum (125 000 130 000
>ears BP) has sufficient information (Vehchko U al 1982
1983 1984 and CLIMAP 1984) to allow quantitative
reconstructions to be made of annual and seasonal air

Figure 7.4: Departures of summer air temperature (°C) from
modern values for the Eemian mterglacial (Vehchko et al, 1982,
1983 1984)

temperature and annual precipitation for part of the
Northern Hemisphere For the Northern Hemisphere as a
whole, mean annual surface air temperature was about 2°C
above its immediately pre-industnal value Figure 7 4
shows differences of summer air temperature, largest (by 48°C) in northern Siberia, Canada and Greenland Over
most of the USSR and Westein Europe north of 50-60°N,
temperatures were about 1-3°C warmer than present South
of these areas temperatures were similar to those of today,
and precipitation was substantially larger over most parts of
the continents of the Northern Hemisphere In individual
regions of Western Europe the north of Eurasia and Soviet
Central Asia and Kazakhstan annual precipitation has been
estimated to have been 30-50% higher than modern values

7222

It is difficult to assess quantitatively the uncertainties
associated with these climate reconstructions The
problems include
1)
2)
3)

Variations between the timing of the deduced thermal
maximum in different records,
The difficulties of obtaining proxy data in and areas,
The absence of data from North America and many
other continental regions in both Hemispheres

7 22 3 Climate of the Holoc ene Optimum (5 000-6 000
\eaisBP)
The Early and Middle Holocene was characterized by a
relatively warm climate with summer temperatures in high
northern latitudes about 3 4°C above modern values
Between 9 000 and 5 000 years BP, there were several
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in the Northern regions of Eurasia and Canada but in
central regions of Western Europe and in southern regions
of the European USSR and West Siberia there were small
decreases of annual precipitation. The largest decrease in
annual precipitation took place in the USA, especially in
central and eastern regions (COHMAP, 1988).
The above reconstructions are rather uncertain; thus
Figure 7.5a disagrees with reconstructions of temperature
over north east Canada given by Bartlein and Webb (1985).
However the accuracy of reconstructions is increasing as
more detailed information for individual regions in both
hemispheres becomes available. For instance, the
CLIMANZ project has given quantitative estimates of
Holocene temperature and precipitation in areas from New
Guinea to Antarctica for selected times (Chappell and
Grindrod, 1983). Detailed mid-Holocene reconstructions of
summer temperature in Europe and China are shown in
Figure 7.5c.

7.3 The Modern Instrumental Record
The clearest signal of an enhanced greenhouse effect in the
climate system, as indicated by atmosphere/ocean general
circulation models, would be a widespread, substantial
increase of near-surface temperatures. This section gives
special attention to variations and changes of land surface
air temperatures (typically measured at about two metres
above the ground surface) and sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) since the mid-nineteenth century. Although earlier
temperature, precipitation, and surface pressure data are
available (Lamb, 1977), spatial coverage is very poor. We
focus on changes over the globe and over the individual
hemispheres but considerable detail on regional space
scales is also given.
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7.4 Surface Temperature Variations and Change
7.4 1 Hemispheric and Global
74 11 Land
Three reseaich groups (Jones et al 1986a,b, Jones, 1988,
Hansen and Lebedefl, 1987, 1988, and Vinnikov et al ,
1987, 1990) have produced similar analyses of hemispheric
land surface air temperature vanations (Figure 7 6) from
bioadly the same data All three analyses indicate that
during the last decade globally-averaged land temperatures
have been higher than in any decade in the past 100 to 140
years (The smoothed lines in Figure 7 6, as tor all the
longer time series shown in this Section, are pioduced by a
low pass binomial filter with 21 tenns operating on the
annual data The filtei passes fluctuations having a period
of 20 years or more almost unattenuatcd)
Figure 7 6 shows that tempcratuie increased from the
relatively cool late nineteenth centuiy to the relatively
warm 1980s, but the pattern of change differed between the
two hemispheres In the Northern Hemisphere the
temperature changes over land aie nregular and an abrupt
warming of about 0 3°C appears to have occurred duiing
the early 1920s This climatic discontinuity has been
pointed out by Ellsaesser et al (1986) in their inteipretation
of the thermometnc iecoid Northern Hcmispheie
temperatures prior to the climatic discontinuity in the 1920s
could be interpreted as var>ing about a stationary mean
climate as shown by the smoothed curve The nearest
approach to a monotonic trend in the Noithern Hemisphcie
time series is the dcciease ol tempcratuie horn the late
1930s to the mid-1960s of about 0 2°C The most iecenl
warming has been dominated by a relatively sudden
increase of nearly 0 3°C over less than ten years belorc
1982 Of course, it is possible to fit a monotonic trend line
to the entire time senes such a tiend fitted to the curient
version of the Jones (1988) data gives a iate ol wanning of
0 53°C/100 years when the trend is calculated from 1881 to
1989 or the reduced if less reliable value of 0 4VC/I00
years if it is calculated from 1861 Clearl) this is a gross
oversimplification ol the obsened vanations even though
the computed hneai trends aie highly significant in a
statistical sense
The data for the Southern Hemisphcie include the
Antarctic land mass since 19^7 except for the data ol
Vinnikov et al (1987 1990) Like the Northern
Hemisphere, the climate appeal s stationaiy thioughout the
latter half of the nineteenth century and into the early part
of the twentieth centuiy Subsequently thcic is an upward
trend in the data until the late 1930s but in the next three
decades the mean tempcratuie iemains essentially
stationary again A fairly steady inciease ol temperature
resumes before 1970 though it may have slowed iecently
Linear trends for the Southern Hemisphcie are 0 ^2 C/100
years from 1881 to 1989 but somewhat less and less
reliable, at 0 45°C/100 yeais loi ihepenod 1861 1989
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The interpretation of the rise in tempciature shown in
Figure 7 6 is a key issue foi global waimmg so the
accuracy ol these data needs careful consideiation A
number of problems may have affected the record
discussed in turn below
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Spatial coverage of the data is incomplete and varies
greatly,
Changes have occurred in observing schedules and
practices,
Changes have occurred in the exposures of
thermometers,
Stations have changed their locations
Changes in the environment especially urbanisation
have taken place around many stations

Land areas with sufficient data to estimate seasonal
anomalies of temperature in the 1860s and 1980s arc
shown (with ocean aieas) in Figure 7 7 Decades between
these times have an mteimediate coveiage Thcic aie
obvious gaps and changes in coverage Prior to 19*S7 data
for Antarctica are absent while some othci parts ol the
global land mass lack data as late as the 1920s foi example
many parts ot Africa parts of China the Russian and
Canadian Arctic and the tropics of South Amcnca In the
1860s coverage is spaiscst thus Alnca has little oi no data
and much of Noith America is not coveied The effect of
this drastically changing spatial coverage on hemisphenc
tempciature variations has been tested by Jones et al
(1986a b) who find that spaise spatial coverage
exaggerates the vai lability of the annual avciagcs The
ieduction in vai lability ol the Noithern Hemisphcie annual
time sencs altei about 1880 (Figuie 7 6) is attubuted to this
effect Remarkably then analysis using a Iro/en grid
expenment (see Section 7 4 13 foi a detailed discussion
tor the combined land and ocean data) suggests that
changes ol station density since 1900 have had iclatnel)
little impact on estimates ol hemispheric land tempciature
anomalies However pnoi to 1900 the decadal uncertainty
could be up to 0 1°C This is quite small iclative to the
overall change Thus varying data coveiage does not seem
to have had a serious impact on the magnitude ol the
perceived warming ovei land ovei the last 12s) yeais
Another potential bias arises liom changes in
observation schedules Even today there is no international
standaid for the calculation of mean daily tempeialuie
Thus each country calculates mean daily tempcratuie by a
method of its choice such as the aveiage ol the maximum
and the minimum, or some combination ol houily leadings
weighted according to a fixed formula As long as each
country continues the same practice the shape ol the
temperature record is unaffected Unfoitunalelv few
counliies have maintained the same practice ovei the past
centuiy biases have therefore been introduced into the
climate iecord some ol which ha\c been coirected lor in
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Changes in station environment can seriously affect
temperature records (Salinger, 1981) Over the years,
stations often have minor (usually under 10 km) lelocations
and some stations have been moved from rooftop to giound
level Even today, international practice allows for a
variation of thermometer heights above ground from 1 25
to 2 metres Because large vertical temperature giadients
exist near the ground, such changes could senously affect
thermometer records When lelocations occur in a random
manner, they do not have a serious impact on hemisphenc
or global temperature anomalies, though they nnpaii our
ability to develop information about much smaller scale
temperature variations A bias on the large scale can
emerge when the character of the changes is not random
An example is the systematic relocations of some
observing stations from inside cities in many countries to
more rural airport locations that occuired several decades
ago Because of the heat island effect within cities such
moves tend to introduce aitificial cooling into the climate
record Jones et al (1986a, b) attempt in some detail to
adjust for station relocations when these appear to have
introduced a significant bias in the data but Hansen and
Lebedeff (1988) do not believing that such station moves
cancel out over large time and space averages Vinnikov et
al (1990) do adjust for some of these moves Theie arc
several possible correction procedures that have been or
could be, applied to the Jones (1988) data set (Bradley and
Jones, 1985, Karl and Williams 1987) All depend on
denser networks ol stations than are usually available
except in the USA Euiopc the Western Soviet Union and
a few other areas
01 the above problems incicasing urbanisation around
fixed stations is the most senous source of systematic cnoi
for hemispheric land tcmpciatuie time series that has so far
been identified A number of reseaicheis have tned to
ascertain the impact of uibamsation on the tempeiatuie
record Hansen and Lebedeff (1987) found that when they
removed all stations having a population in 1970 of greatei
than 100,000, the tiend of tempeiatuie was ieduced by
0 \°C over 100 yeais They speculated that peihaps an
additional 0 1°C of bias might remain due to incieases in
urbanisation around stations in smallei cities and towns
Jones et al (1989) estimate that the effect of uibamsation
in then quahty-contiolled data is no more than 0 1°C ovei
the past 100 yeais This conclusion is based on a
comparison of then data with a dense network of mostly
rural stations over the USA Groisman and Koknaeva
(1990) compare the data from Vinnikov et al (1990) with
the lural American data set and with ruial stations in the
Soviet Union and find veiy small warm lelative biases of
less than 0 05°C pei 100 yeais In the USA Kail et al
(1988) find that incieases due to uibamsation can be
significant (0 1°C), even when uiban aieas have
populations as low as 10 000 Othei aieas of the globe aie
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now being studied Preliminary results indicate that the
effects of urbanisation are highly regional and time
dependent Changes in urban warming in China (Wang ei
al , 1990) appear to be quite laige over the past decade, but
in Australia they are rathei less than is observed in the
USA (Coughlan et al , 1990) Recently Jones and co
workers (paper in preparation) have compared tiends
derived from their quality-controlled data and those ol
Vinnikov et al (1990), with specially selected data fiom
more rural stations in the USSR, eastern China, and
Australia When compared with trends fiom the moie ruial
stations only small (positive) differences of tempeiaturc
trend exist in the data used in Jones (1988) and Vinnikov et
al (1990) in Austialia and the USSR (of magnitude less
than 0 0VC/100 years) In eastern China the data used by
Vinnikov et al (1990) and Jones (1988) give smaller
warming trends than those derived fiom the moie rural
stations This is an unexpected result It suggests that eithei
(1) the moie iural set is sometimes affected by urbanisation
or, (2) othei changes in station chaiactenstics ovei
compensate for uiban warming bias Thus it is known that
the effects of biases due to increased urbanisation in the
Hansen and Lebedeff (1987) and the Vinnikov et al (1990)
data sets are partly offset by the artificial cooling
introduced by the movement of stations from city centres to
more rural an port locations during the 1940s to 1960s
(Karl and Jones 1990) Despite this, some of these new
ruial airpoit locations may have suffered recently from
increasing urbanisation
In light of this evidence, the estimate provided by Jones
et al (1989) of a maximum overall wanning bias in all
three land data sets due to urbanisation of 0 1 "C/100 years
or less is plausible but not conclusive
74 12 Sea
The oceans compnse about 61% of the Northern
Hemisphere and 81% of the Southern Hemisphere
Obviously a compilation of global tempeiatuie vanalions
must include ocean temperatures Farmer et al (1989) and
Bottomley et al (1990) have each created historical
analyses of global ocean SSTs which aic dcnved mostl)
tiom obscivations taken by commercial ships These data
aie supplemented by weathei ship data and in recent yeais
by an increasing number of drifting and moored buoys
The Farmei et al (1989) analyses arc deiived fiom a
collection of about 80 million observations assembled in
the Compichensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS)
in the USA (Woodruff et al , 1987) The data set used b>
Bottomley et al (1990) is based on a slightly smallei
collection of over 60 million observations assembled by the
United Kingdom Meteorological Office Most but not all
ol the obscivations in the lattei aic contained in the
COADS data set
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Figure 7.8: Sea surface temperature anomalies 1861 1989, relative to 1951 1980 Annual values (bars) and solid curves from UK
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Long-term variations of SSTs over the two hemispheres, warming has certainly exceeded 0 3°C since the nineteenth
shown in Figure 7 8, have been, in general, similar to their century, but has probably been less than 0 5°C (Figure
land counterparts The increase in temperature has not been 7 8b), and has been slightly less than the warming of the
continuous There is evidence for a fairly rapid cooling in land However if the increases of temperature are
SST of about 0 1 to 0 2°C at the beginning of the twentieth measured from the time of their minimum values around
century in the Northern Hemisphere This is believed to be 1910, the warming of the oceans has been slightly larger
real because night marine air temperatures show a slightly than that of the land Despite data gaps over the Southern
larger cooling The cooling strongly affected the North Ocean, the global mean ocean temperature variations
Atlantic, especially after 1903 and is discussed at length (Figure 7 9) tend to take on the characteristics of the
by Helland-Hansen and Nansen (1920) The cool period Southern Hemisphere because a larger area of ocean is
was terminated by a rapid rise in temperature starting after often sampled in the Southern Hemisphere than the
1920 This resembled the sudden warming of land Northern Hemisphere Overall warming in the global
temperatures, but lagged it by several years Subsequent oceans between the late nineteenth century and the latter
cooling from the late 1950s to about 1975 lagged that over hall of the twentieth century appears to have been about
land by about five years, and was followed by renewed 0 4°C
warming with almost no lag compared with land data
Significant differences between the two SST data sets
Overall warming of the Northern Hemisphere oceans since presented in Figure 7 8 result mainly from differing
the late nineteenth century appears to have been slightly assumptions concerning the correction of SST data for
smaller than that of the land (Figure 7 8a) and may not instrumental biases The biases arose chiefly from changes
have exceeded 0 3°C
in the method of sampling the sea water for temperature
measurement
Several different types of bucket have been
In the Southern Hemisphere ocean (remembering that
used
for
sampling
made for example, of wood, canvas,
the Southern Ocean has always been poorly measured)
there appear to have been two distinct stable climatic rubber or metal but the largest bias arose from an
periods the first lasting until the late 1920s the second apparently rather sudden transition from various un
lasting from the mid 1940s until the early 1960s Since the insulated buckets to ship engine intake tubes in World War
middle 1970s SSTs in the Southern Hemisphere have II A complex correction procedure developed by Folland
continued to rise to their highest levels of record Overall and Parker (1989) and Bottomley et al (1990) which
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The above results ditter appreciably in the nineteenth
centuiy liom those published by Ooit et al (1987) who
followed the much less detailed correction piocedure ol
Folland et al (1984) to adjust the COADS SST and all
hours marine air temperature data sets Newell et al
(1989) also present an analysis quite similar to that of the
above authors, based on a UK Meteorological Office data
set that was current in early 1988 All these authors obtain
higher values of global SST and marine air tcmpciature in
the middle to late nineteenth century typically by about
0 1°C and 0 15°C respectively than arc indicated in this
report It is oui best judgement that the moie iecent
analyses repiesent a real improvement but the
discrepancies highlight the uncertainties in the mtei
pi elation of eaily marine tempeiatuie iccords Yamamoto
et al (1990a) have tried to quantify changing biases in the
COADS all hours marine air tempeiatuie data using a
mixture of weather ship air tempeiatuie data liom the
1940s to 1970s and selected land an temperatuie data
mainly in three tropical coastal legions to calculate time
varying corrections Based on these corrections Yamamoto
et al (1990b) calculate a global air tempeiatuie anomaly
curve loi 1901-1986 of similai oveiall chaiactei to the
night manne air temperature cuive in Figuie 7 9 but with
typically 0 15°C warmer anomalies in the eaily pan of the
twentieth centuiy, and typically 0 1°C coolci anomalies in
the wann period around 1940 1950 Recent data are
similar It could be argued that the collections of
Yamamoto et al may be influenced by biases in the land
data including waim biases arising from the use of tropical
open sheds earlier this century Warm biases may also exist
in some ocean weather ship day-time air tempeiatuie data
(Folland 1971) Although we believe that the night marine
an tcmpciature analysis in Figuie 7 9 minimises the known
sources of error the work ot Yamamoto et al undei lines
the level of uncertainty that exists in tiends derived from
manne an temperature data
74 11 Land and sea combined
Combined land and sea surface temperatures show a
significant increase of temperature Irom the late nineteenth
to the late twentieth century (Figures 7 10a to c) These
data aie an average of two data sets a combination of the
Jones land data and the Farmer et al SST data and a
combination of the Jones land data and the UK
Meteorological Office SST data Note that the relative
contributions of land and sea to the combined data have
vaned according to changing data availability over land
and ocean (bottom ot Figure 7 10c) Over the globe the
combined data gives an increase ot temperature of 0 45°C
between the average for the two decades 1881-1900 and
the decade 1980 89 The comparable incieasc for the
Noithein Hcmisphcie is 0 42 C and tor the Southern
Hemisphere 0 48°C A similai calculation foi the changes
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of temperatuie between 1861-1880 and 1980 89 gives
0 45°C (H8°C and 0 5VC icspectively A linear trend
htted between 1890 and 1989 gives values of 0 50°C/100
years (globe) 0 47°C/100 yeais (Northern Hemisphere) and
0 5VC/100 years (Southern Hemisphere), a linear trend
fitted between 1870 and 1989 gives the reduced values of
0 41°C 0 19°C and 0 4VC/100 years respectively
Appaient decadal rates of change of smoothed global
combined temperature have varied from an increase of
0 21°C between 1975 and 1985 (largely between 1975 and
1981) to a decrease of 0 19°C between 1898 and 1908
(though data coveiagc was quite poor around 1900)
Surpnsingly the maximum magnitudes of decadal change
(warming or cooling) ovei land and ocean (SST) have been
quite similai (Figure 7 9) at about 0 25°C Smoothed night
global marine air temperature showed the largest apparent
change aiound 1900 with a maximum cooling of 0 32°C
between 1898 and 1908 though this value is very
unccitain
Combined land and ocean temperatuie has increased
rather diffeiently in the Noithem than in the Southern
Hemisphere (Figuie 7 10) A rapid increase in Northern
Hemisphere temperature during the 1920s and into the
1910s contiasts with a more gradual increase in the
Southern Hcmisphcie Both hemispheres had relatively
stable tempei attires trom the 1940s to the 1970s though
with some evidence of cooling in the Northern
Hemisphere Since the 1960s in the Southern Hemisphere,
but altei 1975 in the Northern Hemisphere temperatures
have risen with the oveiall use being more pronounced in
the Southern Hemisphere Only a small overall rise was
observed between 1982 and 1989
An important pioblcm concerns the varying spatial
coverage of the combined marine and land obseivations
Figure 7 7 indicates that this has been far from uniform in
time oi space and even today coverage is not compiehensive Ships have followed pieferred navigational
mutes and large aieas ot the ocean have been inadequately
sampled The effect that this may have on global estimates
ot SSTs has been tested in frozen gi id analyses
(Bottomley et al 1990) and in eigenvector analyses
(Folland and Colman 1988) In the frozen grid analyses,
global and hemisphenc time senes were recalculated using
data trom 5 x5° boxes having data in nominated earlier
decades foi example 1861 1870 Remaikably, the small
coverage of this period (Figuie 7 7a) appears surprisingly
adequate to estimate long term trends probably because the
data aic distributed widely in both hemispheres throughout
the last 125 years An eigenvector analysis ot combined
land and ocean data (Colman, personal communication)
isolates an undei lying signal of century time scale climate
change which is suipnsingly unifoim geographically and
very like Figuie 7 10c even though gross regional changes
vaiy because of othei Iactors Figure 7 lOd shows the
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results ol a Iro/en grid analysis applied to a combination of
the Jones land data and the UK Meteorological Office SST
data Frozen grids were defined for 1861-1870, 1901 1910,
1921-10 and global series using these were compared with
that incorporating all data (also shown in Figure 7 9)
Varying the data coverage has only a small effect on
trends, confining the data to the 1861-70 grid augments the
temperature increase since the late nineteenth century by
about 0 05°C at most However, omission ot much of the
Southern Ocean in these tests, as well as air temperatures
over the Arctic ocean north of 80°N, is a cause for concern
So the uncertainties in trends due to varying data coverage
may be underestimated by Figure 7 lOd
In models lorced with enhanced greenhouse gases
(Sections 5 and 6), warming over the land is substantially
gieater than that over the ocean, so that the steadier and
laiger warming of the Southern Hemisphere in recent
decades is not predicted The latter may be part ol a globalscale natural fluctuation of the ocean cnculation (StreetPerrott and Pcrrott, 1990) Comparing Northern Hemisphere land and ocean, Figure 7 11 shows that the land is
now relatively warmer than the oceans by the about the
same amount as in the period of global warming during the
first half ol this century Southern Hemisphere land (not
shown) shows no recent warming relative to the oceans
In summary, the overall increase of temperature since
the nineteenth century can be estimated as follows It is
probable that a small residual positive bias remains in the
land surface temperatures due to increasing urbanisation
(Section 7 4 11) However, the contribution of the
urbanisation bias is at least halved in recent decades in the
combined ocean and land data, so it is unlikely to exceed
0 05°C From Figure 7 lOd, allowing for areas never
adequately sampled, we estimate that vaiying data
coveiagc produces an uncertainty in trend ol at least
±0 05°C We also recognise the existence ol sevcial other
sources of bias, highlighted by some disagreements
between individual analyses, but are uncertain as to their
Hue sign Therclore our best estimates of the lowei and
upper limits of global warming between the late nineteenth
century and the 1980s are about 0 VC and not more than
0 6°C respectively, slightly less than most pievious
estimates
7.4.2 Regional, Seasonal, and Diurnal Space and Time
Scales
We show that regional, including zonally-averaged, climate
variations often do not match those of the globe as a whole
Some apparent differences between large-scale variations
ot temperature in different seasons are shown Finally we
discuss variations of maximum and minimum daily
temperatures over the relatively restricted areas so far
analysed
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7 4 2 1 Land and Sea
Regional time scries suffer from many near-random errors
that can nearly cancel in analyses of global and
hemispheric temperatures (Kleshchenko et al, 1988) The
20° latitude x 60° longitude areas analysed in Figure 7 12a
have been chosen to be large enough to minimise random
errors and yet be small enough to capture the individual
character ot regional temperature changes Figure 7 12a
demonstrates considerable regional variability in
temperature trends which nevertheless evolve coherently
between adjacent regions Particularly striking is the peak
warmth in the north east Atlantic and Scandinavian regions
around 1940 45 followed by a sharp cooling, and the strong
warming in the South Atlantic and much ot the Indian
Ocean since about 1965
Figure 7 12b shows zonally averaged land air temperature and SST anomalies using the same data as in Figure
7 12a Almost uniformly cooler conditions in the
nineteenth century are clearly seen in all zones, extending
into the early twentieth century Warming around 19201940 occurs in most zones, except perhaps over the
northern part of the Southern Ocean, with a strong
warming, exceeding 0 8°C occurring to the north of 60°N
over this period Note that the polar cap (north of 80°N) has
insufficient data loi analysis and insufficient data exist to
calculate repicscntativc zonal means south ol 40°S until
after 1950 The cooling after 1950 was mainly confined to
the Northern Hemisphere, though weak cooling is evident
in the Southern Hemisphere tropics between about 1940
and the early 1950s There was renewed warming in most
Southern Hemisphere zones before 1970 This warming
continued until the early 1980s but then slowed markedly
However very little change of temperature is evident over
Antarctica (south of 60°S) since records began there around
1957 Renewed warming is seen in the Northern
Hemisphere in all zones after the early 1970s, including
small rises in high latitudes, a fact hitherto little
appreciated probably because of the marked cooling in the
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7.5 Precipitation and Evaporation Variations and
Changes
7.5.1 Precipitation Over Land
Several large-scale analyses of precipitation changes over
the Northern and Southern Hemisphere land masses have
been carried out (Bradley et al., 1987; Diaz et al., 1989;
Vinnikov et al., 1990). These have demonstrated that
during the last few decades precipitation has tended to
increase in the mid-latitudes, but decrease in the Northern
Hemisphere siibtropics and generally increase throughout
the Southern Hemisphere. However, these large-scale

features contain considerable spatial variability. Figure
7.16 illustrates this variability for three regions in the
Northern Hemisphere and East Africa. Annual precipitation
over the Soviet Union displays a remarkably consistent
increase over the twentieth century (Figure 7.16a). An
apparent increase in precipitation has been found over
northern Europe (Schonwcise and Birrong, 1990) with a
suggestion of a decrease in extreme southern Europe,
though these data have not yet been corrected for changing
instrumental biases. In the tropics, East African rainfall
departures from normal show significant decadal
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Figure 7.16: Standardised regional annual precipitation anomalies (a) USSR, (b) Sahel, (c) East Africa, (d) All India monsoon
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variability, but consistent trends are absent (Figure 7 16c)
Summer monsoon rainfall in India also reflects multi
decadal changes in climate (Figure 7 16d), but consistent
trends are also absent The period 1890-1920 was
characterised by a high frequency of droughts in India,
while 1930-1964 had a much lower frequency Since 1965
the frequency of droughts has again been higher relative to
1930-1964 (Gddgil 1988), mostly in the wet aieas of north
eastern India (Gregoiy 1989)
The dramatic drying ol sub Saharan Africa shown in
Figure 7 16b deserves special comment Various
explanations have been pioposed ievicwed in Duiyan
(1989), see also Scmazzi et al (1988) and Wolter (1989)
The most consistent icsult of these studies was to show
ovei the last tew decades a pattern ol anomalously high
SSTs in the Atlantic south ol about 10°N lower than
normal SSTs in the Atlantic to the noith of 10°N and hiehei

SSTs in the tropical Indian Ocean (Figure 7 13c) There has
been a distinct weakening of some these patterns recently
and a return to near normal rainfall in 1988 and 1989 Such
large-scale changes of SST appear to have a major impact
on the sub-Saharan atmospheric circulation (Folland et al
1990, Wolter, 1989) Although SST changes appear to be
strongly related to the decreased rainfall since the 1950s
they are probably not the only cause (Nicholson 1989)
Folland et al (1990) show however that at least UY/t of
the variance of Sahel rainfall between 1901 and 1988 on
time scales of one decade and longer is explained b>
worldwide SST variations Reductions of lamlall occurred
at much the same time immediately south of the Sahel and
ovei much ol Ethiopia and the Caribbean
It is important to consider the accuiacy ol the
piecipitation data sets Precipitation is more ditlicult to
monitoi than tempeiature as it vanes much more in time
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and space A higher spatial density of data is needed to
provide an analysis of variations and trends of computable
accuracy High density data often reside within national
meteoiological centres, but theie is no legular international
exchange The number of stations required to sample a
regionul rainfall climate adequately varies with region and
an adequate number may not always be available
A severe problem for analysing multi decadal variations
of precipitation lies in the fact that the efficiency ol the
collection of precipitation by raingauges varies with gauge
siting construction and climate (Sevruk 1982, Folland
1988, Legates and Willmott 1990) Majoi influences aie
the wind speed during rain, the size distribution ol
precipitation purticle sizes, and the exposure ol the
raingauge site Fortunately, appropnate clnnatological
averages ol the Inst two, highly variable quantities can be
used to assess useiully their ellects over a long enough
period (Folland, 1988, Appendix 1) Collection efficiency
has tended to increase as operational practices have
improved, often in poorly documented ways that may give
aitificial upwurd trends in precipitation in some legions
Thus precipitation data are not completely compatible
between countries due to the lack of agreed standards Of
particular concern is the measurement of snowfall from
conventional gauges where errors of at least 40% in long
teim collection efficiency can occur When piccipilation
enors are expicsscd as a percentage of the Hue rami all it is
not surprising that they tend to be greatest in high latitude
windy, climates and least in wet equatorial regions
Vinnikov et al , (1990) have carried out detailed
collections to USSR data foi the varying aeiodynamic and
wetting problems suffered by gauges These corrections are
incorporated in the record shown in Figure 7 16a though
no aerodynamic corrections were thought necessaiy in
summer In winter the (positive) aerodynamic corrections
can be large and vary from 5% to 40% (the latter loi snow)
Wetting corrections, which are also positive and tend to be
largest in summer, varied typically in the range 4% to 10%
and were applied after correction for aerodynamic ellects
Despite these large biases, comparisons ol data sets ovei
the USSR Irom Bradley et al (1987) who only partially
coirected foi biases, and Vinnikov et al who coi reeled
more extensively show that most of the important longterm variations are apparent in both data sets (Bradley and
Groisman, 1989) Many of the major variations apparent in
precipitation records are evident in hydrological data such
as the rise in the levels of the North American Great Lakes
Great Salt Lake and the Caspian Sea during the early
1980s, and the severe desiccation of the Sahel
Nevertheless the lack of bias corrections in most rainfall
data outside the USSR is a severe impediment to
quantitative assessments of rainfall trends
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7 5 2 Rainfall Over The Oceans
Quantitative estimates ol pi capitation over the oceans are
limited to the tiopics wheic they aie still veiy appioximate
The mean temperature ol the uppei suilaces of convcctive
clouds deduced from satellite measurements of outgoing
long wave thermal radiation (OLR) are used to estimate
mean rainfall over periods of days upwaids The colder the
clouds the less is OLR and the heavier the rainfall (Section
4 gives iclerences) Nitta and Yamada (1989) found a
significant downward tiend in OLR averaged over the
global equatorial belt 10°N to 10°S between 1974 and
1987, implying an increase of equatorial rainfall over that
time Arkin and Chelhah (1990) have investigated Nitta
and Yamada s iesults foi this Report They find that
inhomogeneities in the OLR data arc sufficiently serious to
cast doubt on Nitta and Yamada s conclusions However
the latter s claim that equatonal SST has risen over this
penod seems justified (Flohn and Kapala, 1989, and
Figures 7 12 and 7 H) This trend is likely to result in
increased deep convection and more rainfall there (Gadgil
et al 1984, Graham and Barnett, 1987)
Section 7 i has shown that some regional scale rainfall
trends have occurred ovei land However much more
attention needs to be paid to data quality and to improving
data coverage before more comprehensive conclusions can
be diawn about precipitation variations over the global land
sui lace Precipitation cannot yet be measuied with sufficient accuracy over the oceans to reliably estimate trends,
even though quite modest changes in SST in the tropics
could give rise to important changes in the distribution of
tiopical idinlall (see ulso Section 7 9 1)
7 5 3 Evaporation from the Ocean Surface
It is difficult to estimate trends in evaporation from the
oceans An increase is however, expected us u result of an
increase in greenhouse gases (Section 5) The most
important problem concerns the reliability of measurements
of wind speed that are an essentiul component of
evuporution estimates Oceanic wind speeds have
apparently increased in recent decades However, Cardone
et al (1990) have demonstrated that much of this increase
can be explained by changes in the methods of estimating
v, ind speed from the state of the sea surface, and changes in
the heights of anemometers used to measure wind speed on
ships Until these problems are substantially reduced, it is
considered that estimates of trends in evaporation are
unlikely to be reliable

7.6 Tropospheric Variations and Change
7.6.1 Temperature
Tropospheric and stratospheric temperatures are central to
the problem of greenhouse warming because general
cnculation models (Section "5) predict that tempeiuture
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change with enhanced concentrations of greenhouse gases
will have a characteristic profile in these layers, with more
warming in the mid-troposphere than at the surface over
many parts of the globe, and cooling in much of the
stratosphere One of the "fingerprint" techniques (Section
8) for detecting anthropogenic climate change depends in
part on an ability to discriminate between troposphenc
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Figure 7.17 (continued): (d) Annual global anomalies for
1979-1988 troposphenc satellite temperatures from Spencer and
Christy (1990) (solid line), 850 300mb radiosonde temperatures
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temperatures as in Figure 7 10 (dashed line) All anomalies are
referred to the average of their respective data sets for 1979-1988
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Figure 7.17: Temperature anomalies in the troposphere and
lower stratosphere 1958-1989, based on Angell (1988)
(a) Annual global values for 850-300mb Dots are values trom
Spencer and Christy (1990) (b)300-100mb (c) Annual values
for Antarctic (60°S-90°S) for 100-50mb

warming and stratospheric cooling (Barnett and
Schlesinger, 1987) Observational studies of variations in
recent temperature changes with height have been made by
numerous authors, for example Parker (1985), Barnett
(1986), Sellers and Liu (1988) and Karoly (1989) Layer
mean temperatures from a set of 63 radiosonde stations
covering the globe have been derived by Angell (1988)
Most stations have operated continuously only since about
1958 (the International Geophysical Year) The network is
zonally well distributed, but about 609f of the stations are
in the Northern Hemisphere and only 40% in the Southern
Hemisphere Layer mean temperatures lrom this network
have been integrated for the globe Figuic 7 17a shows that
over the globe as a whole, mid-troposphenc (850 300 mb)
temperatures increased by about 0 4°C between the late
1960s and mid-1980s, with much ol the rise concentrated
between 1975 and the early 1980s as at the surlace Zonal
average anomalies for 850-300mb (not shown) indicate that
the largest changes occurred in the zone 1()°S to 6()°S
followed by the equatorial region (1()°N to 1()°S) with little
trend north of 60°N or south of 60°S This finding is in
good agreement with surface data (Figuies 7 12a and b)
In the upper troposphere (300 100 mb) Figure 7 17b
shows that there has been a rather steady decline in
temperature since the late 1950s and early 1960s in general
disagreement with model simulations that show warming
at these levels when the concentration of gicenhouse gases
is increased (Section 5) The greatest change in temperature
has been in the lowei stratosphcic (100-50 mb) where the
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decrease altei 1980 is much beyond the vai lability ol the
previous decades It is mostly attributed to changes over
and around Antarctica (Figure 7 17c) whcie the cooling
since 1973 has reached nearly 10°C in austral spung and
2°C in summer (Angell, 1988) but with small values ol
cooling in other seasons A small amount ol lower
stratospheric cooling has been observed elscwheie in the
Southern Hemisphere, mainly in the tropics, and also in the
equatorial belt (10°N to 10°S) The abrupt decrease ovei
Antarctica in spring may at least be partly related to the
formation of the "ozone hole
Temperatures derived from ladiosondes aie subject to
instrumental biases These biases have not been assessed
in the data used by Angell (1988) although theie have been
many changes in ladiosonde instrumentation over the last
31 years In 1984-85, international radiosonde comparisons
were carried out (Nash and Schmidlin 1987) Systematic
dillcrences between various types of radiosonde were
determined for a series of flights which penetrated the
tropopause The estimated heights ol the lOOinb surface
generally differed by up to 10 20 geopotcntial metres
which is equivalent to average differences of 0 25°C in the
layei from the surface to 100 mb
7.6.2 Comparisons of Recent Troposphenc and Surface
Temperature Data
A measure of the robustness of the troposphenc data
derived by Angell (1988), at least in recent years, can be
obtained by comparing his 850-300mb data with ten years
ol independent satellite measuiements analysed by Spencer
and Christy (1990) for 1979 1988 Spencer and Christy
have used the average of measurements lrom microwave
sounding units (MSU) aboaid two USA National
Occanographic and Atmosphenc Administration (NOAA)
TIROS-N series ol satellites to denve global temperatures
in the mid troposphere Although surface and midtroposphenc data are likely to show rathei diffeient
changes in their values over individual regions, bettci but
not perfect, coupling is expected when the data are
aveiaged ovei the globe as a whole Figure 7 17d compares
the annual global combined land air lempeialuie and SST
data used in Figure 7 10 with annual values of these two
tioposphenc data sets for the penod 1979-1988 in each
case the 10 annual anomalies are calculated lrom their
lcspcctive 1979-1988 averages The agicement between the
three data sets is surprisingly good, despite recent
suggestions that it is poor Thus the coiielations and root
mean squared ditlerences between the surface and MSU
data aie 0 85 and 0 08°C respectively, while the correlation
between the surface and the radiosonde data is 0 91 The
correlation between the two troposphenc data sets is, as
expected slightly higher at 0 96 with a root mean squared
diffeience of 0 02°C The latter represents excellent
agreement given the relatively spaise network of
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radiosondes Note that annual values in both troposphenc
data sets have nearly twice the variability of the surface
values, as measuicd by their standard deviation This partly
explains why the loot mean square difference between the
MSU and surface data is appreciably larger than that
between the two troposphenc data sets, despite the high
correlation This is, arguably, an indication ol genuine
climatological diffeiences between the interannual
variability of mid-troposphere temperatures and those of
the surface All three data sets show a small positive trend
over the period 1979-1988, varying from 0 04°C/decade for
the MSU data to 0 13°C/decade for the surface data These
trends aie not significantly different over this short period
and again reflect surprisingly great agreement Further
discussion of these results is given in Jones and Wigley
(1990)
7.6.3 Moisture
Watei vapour is the most abundant greenhouse gas, and its
increases aie expected to augment the warming due to
increases of other greenhouse gases by about 50%
Trenberth et al (1987) estimate that doubling carbon
dioxide concentrations would increase the global concentration of water vapour by about 20%, and Hansen et al
(1984) estimate a 33% inciease
There is evidence that global watei vapour has been a
lew percent greater dunng the 1980s than during the 1970s
(Elliott et al , 1990) Hcnse et al (1988), and Flohn et al
(1990) find a 20% increase in water vapour content in the
mid tiopospherc over the equatorial Pacific from 19651986 with at least a 10% rise between the surface and the
300mb level Despite great uncertainties in these data some
increase seems to have taken place Because of numerous
changes in iadiosondes a global assessment of variations
pnoi to 1973 is difficult and trends after 1973 have an
unceitain accuracy See also Section 8

7.7 Sub-Surface Ocean Temperature and Salinity
Variations
The sub-suilace ocean data base is now just becoming
sufficient foi climate change studies in the North Atlantic
and North Pacific basins to be carried out A few, long,
local time sencs of sub-surface measurements exist,
sufficient to alert the scientific community to emerging
evidence of decadal scale temperature variability in the
Atlantic Ocean Beginning about 1968, a fresh, cold water
mass with its origins in the Arctic Ocean appears to have
circulated aiound the sub-Arctic gyre of the North Atlantic
Ocean This event has been described by Dickson et al
(1988) as the Gieat Salinity Anomaly Some of this cold,
Iresh water penetrated to the deep waters of the North
Atlantic (Bicwer et al, 1983) The marked cool anomalies
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in the Noith Atlantic SST shown in Figure 7 H loi 196776 partly reflect this event
Recently, Levitus (1989a, b, c d) has can led out a majoi
study ol changes ol sub surlace temperature and salinity of
the North Atlantic Ocean between 1955 59 and 1970 74
1955-59 was near the end of a very warm period ol North
Atlantic suiface waters, but by 1970-74 the subsequent
cool period was well developed (Figure 7 13) Coolei water
extended liom neai the sea surface to 1400m depth in the
subtropical gyre O0-50°N) Beneath the subtropical gyre, a
warming occurred between the two periods North ol this
gyre there was an increase in the temperature and salinit)
of the western sub aictic gyic The density changes
associated with these changes in tempeiature and salinity
indicate that the tiansport ol the Gull Stream may have
decieased between the two periods Temperature difference
lields along 24 5°N and ~\b 5°N piesented by Roemmich
and Wunsch (1984) based on data gathered during 1981
and the late 1950s, aie consistent with these ideas
Antonov (1990) has earned out a complementary study
lor the North Atlantic and North Pacilic using subsurface
tempeiature data held in the USSR and SST data fiom the
UK Meteoiological OH ice He finds that zonal aveiages of
tempeiature changes between 1957 and 1981 show
statistically significant cooling in the upper layers and a
warming below 600m when averaged over the North
Atlantic as a whole This agrees well with Levitus results
for the North Atlantic Basin mean tempeiatuie changes
(1957 to 1981) for the North Atlantic and North Pacific, as
computed by Antonov, aie shown in Figure 7 18
The reasons for some of these changes are partially
understood For example, the cooling of the upper 1400m
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The magnitude and extent of the obseived changes in the
temperature and salinity of the deep Noith Atlantic are thus
large enough that they cannot be neglected in future
theories of climate change

7.8 Variations and Changes in the Cryosphere
Snow, ice, and glacial extent aie key variables in the global
climate system They can influence the global heat budget
through regulation ot the exchange of heat moistuie, and
momentum between the ocean, land, and atmosphere
Accurate mloimation on cryosphenc changes is essential
foi full undeistanding of the climate system Crjosphenc
data are also integratois of the variations ol several
variables such as temperatuie, sunshine amount and
precipitation, and toi sea-ice, changes in wind stiess
Therefore caution must be exercised when interpieting a
cryosphenc change Variations in the Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheets are discussed in Section 9

'
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\

ol the subtropical gyre was due to an upwaid displacement
ol cooler lieshei watei Why this displacement occuned is
not definitely known but most piobably is lclated to
changes in the large scale wind held ovei the Noith
Atlantic Ol paiticular importance is the temperatuie
increase of approximately 0 1°C ovei, on average, a
thousand metre thick layei in the deep North Atlantic
because it represents a relativel} large heat storage Even
the uppei few metres of the ocean can store as much heat as
the entire overlying atmosphenc column ol an Scientists
have long lecogm/ed (Rossby, 1959) that the ocean could
act to store large amounts of heat thiough small
temperature changes in its sub-surface layeis loi hundreds
or thousands ot years When this heal ieturns to the
atmospheie/cryosphere system it could also sigmticantlv
affect climate Section 6 gives more details

i

Figure 7.18: Sub-surface ocean temperature changes at depth
between 1957 and 1981 in the North Atlantic and North Pacific
Adapted from Antonov (1990)

7.8.1 Snow Cover
Surface-based observations ol snow covei aie sulliuentlv,
dense for regional climate studies of the low l>ing aieas of
the Northern Hemispheie mid-latitudes Unfortunately, a
hemisphere-wide data set of mid-latitude snow covei
observations has not yet been assembled (Barry and
Armstrong, 1987) In tact sustained high-quality
measurements are generally incomplete (Karl et al , 1989)
Since 1966 Northern Hemisphere snow cover maps have
been produced operationally on a weekl> basis using
satellite imagery by NOAA The NOAA data contain
snow/no-snow infoimation lor 7921 grid boxes coveting
the globe and weie judged by Scialdone and Robock
(1987) as the best of four data sets which the} compared
Deficiencies have been noted by Wiesnct et al (1987) such
as until 1975 the chaits did not consistentlv include
Himalayan snow cover, there were occasional extensions
ol the southern edge ol the snow covei be>ond obseived
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Figure 7.19: Northern Hemisphere snow extent anomalies.
Data from NOAA (USA).

surface limits; the seasonal variation of sunlight limits
polar coverage in the visible wavelengths; and scattered
mountain snows are omitted because of the coarse grid
resolution. Data are believed to be usable from 1972 with
caution, but are better from 1975 onwards.
Consistent with the surface and tropospheric temperature
measurements is the rapid decrease in snow cover extent
around 1980 (Figure 7.19). This decrease is largest during
the transition seasons. Robinson and Dewey (1990) note
that the reduction in snow cover extent during the 1980s is
largest in Eurasia where they calculate decreases during
autumn and spring of about 13% and 9% respectively
relative to the 1970s.
7.8.2 Sea-ice Extent and Thickness
There has been considerable interest in the temporal
variability of global sea-ice in both the Arctic and Antarctic
(for example, Walsh and Sater, 1981; Sturman and
Anderson, 1985). This interest has been increased by
general circulation model results suggesting that
greenhouse warming may be largest at high latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere. It must be recognized, though, that
sea-ice is strongly intluenced by surface winds and ocean
currents so that the consequences of global warming for
changes in sea-ice extent and thickness are unlikely to be
straightforward.
Sea-ice limits have long been observed by ships, and
harbour logs often contain reported dates of the appearance
and disappearance of harbour and coastal ice. These
observations present many problems of interpretation
(Barry, 1986) though they are thought to be more reliable
after about 1950. Changes and fluctuations in Arctic seaice extent have been analysed by Mysak and Manak
(1989); they find no long term trends in sea-ice extent
between 1953 and 1984 in a number of Arctic ocean
regions but substantial decadal time scale variability was
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Figure 7.20: (a) Northern Hemisphere, and (b) Southern
Hemisphere sea-ice extent anomalies. Data from NOAA (USA).

evident in the Atlantic sector. These variations were found
to be consistent with the development, movement and
decay of the "Great Salinity Anomaly" noted in Section
7.7.
Sea-ice conditions are now reported regularly in marine
synoptic observations, as well as by special reconnaissance
flights, and coastal radar. Especially importantly, satellite
observations have been used to map sea-ice extent
routinely since the early 1970s. The American Navy Joint
Ice Center has produced weekly charts which have been
digitised by NOAA. These data are summarized in Figure
7.20 which is based on analyses carried out on a 1° latitude
x 2.5° longitude grid. Sea-ice is defined to be present when
its concentration exceeds 10% (Ropelewski, 1983). Since
about 1976 the areal extent of sea-ice in the Northern
Hemisphere has varied about a constant climatological
level but in 1972-1975 sea-ice extent was significantly less.
In the Southern Hemisphere since about 1981, sea-ice
extent has also varied about a constant level. Between 1973
and 1980 there were periods of several years when
Southern Hemisphere sea-ice extent was either appreciably
more than or less than that typical in the 1980s.
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Gloersen and Campbell (1988) have analysed the
Scanning Multi-channel (dual polarization) Microwave
Radiometer data from the Nimbus 7 satellite from 1978
1987 They find little change in total global ice area but a
significant decrease ol open water within the ice Their
time series is short, and it is uncertain whether the decrease
is real
Sea-ice thickness is an important parameter but it is
much more difficult to measure than sea-ice extent The
heat flux from the underlying ocean into the atmosphere
depends on sea-ice thickness Trends in thickness over the
Arctic Ocean as a whole could be a sensitive indicator of
global warming The only practical method ol making
extensive measurements is by upward-looking sonar from
submarines Apart from a very recent deployment of
moorings, data gathering has been carried out on voyages
by military submarines In the past repeated tracks carried
out in summer have either found no change in mean
thickness (Wadhams 1989) or variations that can be
ascribed to interannual variability in summer ice limits and
ice concentration (McLaren 1989) Recently however,
Wadhams (1990) found a 15% or larger decrease in mean
sea-ice thickness between October 1976 and May 1987
over a large region north of Greenland Lack of a
continuous set of observations makes it impossible to
assess whether the change is part of a long term trend In
the Antarctic no measurements of thickness variability
exist and so far only one geographically extensive set of
sea-ice thickness data is available (Wadhams et al 1987)
7.8.3 Land Ice (Mountain Glaciers)
Measurements of glacial ice volume and mass balance are
more informative about climatic change than those of the
extent of glacial ice, but they aic considerably scarcer Ice
volume can be determined fiom transects of bedrock and
ice surface elevation using airborne radio-echo sounding
measurements Mass balance studies performed by
measuring winter accumulation and summer ablation are
slow and approximate, though widely used Section 9
discusses changes in the Greenland and Antarctic ice-caps
so attention is confined here to mountain glaciers
A substantial, but not continuous, recession of mountain
glaciers has taken place almost eveiywhere since the latter
halt of the nineteenth century (Grove, 1988) This
conclusion is based on a combination of mass balance
analyses and changes in glacial terminus positions, mostly
the latter The recession is shown in Figure 7 2, evidence
for glacial retreat is found in the Alps, Scandinavia
Iceland, the Canadian Rockies, Alaska, Central Asia, the
Himalayas, on the Equator, in tropical South America, New
Guinea, New Zealand, Patagonia, the sub Antarctic islands
and the Antarctic Peninsula (Grove 1988) The rate of
recession appears to have been geneially laigcst between
about 1920 and 1960

Glacial advance and retreat is influenced by tempeialure
precipitation, and cloudiness Foi example at a given
latitude glaciers tend to extend to lower altitudes in wetter
cloudier, maritime regions with cooler summers than in
continental regions The complex relation between glaciers
and climate makes their ubiquitous recession since the
nineteenth century remarkable temperature changes appeal
to be the only plausible common factor (Ocrlemans 1988)
The iesponse time of a glacier to changes in enviionmental
conditions varies with its size so that the larger the glaciei
the slower is the response (Haeberli et al 1989) In recent
decades glacial recession has slowed in some regions
Makarevich and Rototaeva (1986) show that between 1955
and 1980 about 27% of 104 North American glaciers were
advancing and 53%- were retreating whereas over Asia
only about 5% ol neaily 350 glaciers were advancing
Wood (1988) found that from 1960 to 1980 the number of
retreating glacieis decreased This may be related to the
relatively cool period in the Northern Hemisphere over
much of this time (Figure 7 10) However Pat/elt (1989)
finds that the proportion of retreating Alpine glaciers has
increased sharply since the early 1980s so that ictreal has
dominated since 1985 in this region A similar analysis for
other mountain regions after 1980 is not yet available
7.8.4 Permafrost
Permafrost may occur where the mean annual air
temperatures are less than 1 °C and is generally continuous
where mean annual temperature is less than 7°C The
vertical profile of temperature measurements in pennairost
that is obtained by drilling boreholes can indicate
integrated changes of temperature over decades and longer
However, interpretation of the profiles requires knowledge
of the ground conditions as well as natuial oi human
induced changes in vegetation cover Lachcnbruch and
Marshall (1986) provide evidence that a 2 to 4 C wanning
has taken place in the coastal plain ot Alaska at the
permafrost surface over the last 75 to 100 yeais but much
of this rise is probably associated with wanning prior to the
1910s Since the 1930s there is little evidence lor
sustained warming in the Alaskan Arctic (see Figure 7 12a
and Michaels, 1990) A fuller understanding ol the
relationship between permalrost and temperatuie requnes
better information on changes in snow cover seasonal
variations of ground temperature, and the impact ol the
inevitable disturbances associated with the act ol drilling
the bore holes (Bairy 1988)

7.9 Variations and Changes in Atmospheric
Circulation
The atmospheric circulation is the main control behind
iegional changes in wind temperature, precipitation soil
moisture and othei climatic variables Variations in many
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ol these factors aic quite strongly related thiough large
scale leatures ol the atmospheric circulation as well as
through interactions involving the land and ocean suilaces
One goal ol research into regional changes ol atmospheric
circulation is to show that the changes ol temperature
rainfall and other climatic variables are consistent with the
changes in frequency of various types ol weathei pattern
Climates at the same latitude vaiy considerably around
the globe, while variations in regional tempeiatures that
occur on decadal time scales arc lar from unitoim but form
distinctive large-scale patterns as indicated in Figuie 7 13
The spatial scale of these climatic patterns is pailly
governed by the regional scales ol atmospheiic cnculation
patterns and of their vanalions Changes in weather
patterns may involve changes in the quasi stationary
atmospheric long waves in the extratropics oi in monsoonal
circulations (van Loon and Williams 1976) Both phen
omena have a scale ol scveial thousand kilometies Their
laige-scale leatures are ielated to the fixed spatial patterns
ol land and sea, topography, sea tempeiatuie patterns and
the seasonal cycle of solar heating
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Many previous largely unsubstantiated claims of links
between the 11 year, and other solar cycles, and climate are
reviewed in Pittock (1983) Section 2 discusses current
thinking about the possible magnitude of the physical
forcing of global climate by solar radiation changes in
some detail
Several examples are now given of links between
changes in atmospheric circulation over the last century
and regional-scale variations or trends of temperature

7 9.1 El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Influences
ENSO is the most prominent known source of interannual
vai lability in weather and climate around the world, though
not all areas are affected The Southern Oscillation (SO)
component of ENSO is an atmospheric pattern that extends
ovei most of the global tiopics It pnncipally imolves a
seesaw in atmospheric mass between regions near
Indonesia and a tropical and sub-tropical south cast Pacific
Ocean region centred near Easter Island The influence of
ENSO sometimes extends to higher latitudes (see Section
7 9 3) The El Nino component ol ENSO is an anomalous
Persistent laigc scale atmospheiic patterns tend to be warming of the eastern and central tiopical Pacilic Ocean
wavelike so that legional changes ol atmospheiic heating
In majoi Waim Events wanning extends over much of
ll poweiful and persistent enough can give use to a the tiopical Pacilic and becomes clearly linked to the
sequence ol iemote atmospheiic distuibances Thus a atmospheric SO pattern An opposite phase of Cold
numbei of well sepaiated aieas ol anomalous tempeiatuie Events with opposite patterns ol the SO is sometimes
and piecipitation of opposite chaiactei may be pioduced
icfcncd to as La Nina ENSO events occui every 3 to 10
The best known examples aie in pait ielated to the Luge ycais and have fai leaching climatic and economic
changes in SSTs that accompany the El Nino-Soulhein
influences around the world (Figuie 7 21a adapted from
Oscillation (ENSO), whereby changes in the atmospheic Ropelewski and Halpeit 1987) Places especially affected
ovei the tiopical Pacific often associated with the SST include the tiopical cential and East Pacific islands, the
changes there arc linked to atmospheiic cnculation changes coast of noilh Pciu eastern Austiaha New Zealand
in highei latitudes (Wallace and Gut/lei 1981) The 1988 (Salmgei 1981) Indonesia India (Parthasarathy and Pant,
North Amencan drought has been claimed to be paitly a
198s)) and parts ol eastern (Ogallo, 1989) and southern
response to peisistent positive tiopical SST anomalies Afnca (van Heciden el al 1988) A fullei descnption of
located to the west of Mexico and to the north of the cold ENSO can be found in Rasmusson and Carpenter (1982)
La Nina SST anomalies existing at that time (Tienberth et and Zebiak and Cane (1987) Over India, the occurrence of
al 1988) Such localised SST anomalies may themselves ENSO and that of many droughts (see Section 7 5 1) is
have a much largei scale cause (Naimas 1989)
stnkingly coincident Droughts tend to be much more
An emerging topic concerns obscivational evidence that liequcnl in the Inst year of an ENSO event though,
the 1 1 year solai cycle and the stratosphenc quasi biennial mtnguingly this is often beloie the ENSO event has fully
oscillation (QBO) of wind dncction neai the equatoi aic developed However not all Indian dioughts aie associated
linked to changes in troposphenc cnculation in the with ENSO
Northern Hemisphere (van Loon and Labitzke 1988)
While ENSO is a natural part of the Eaiths climate, a
Coherent variations in troposphenc circulation are claimed ma]or issue concerns whether the intensity or frequency of
to occui over each 11 year solai cycle in ceitam iegions
ENSO events might change as a result of global warming
but their chaiacter depends ciucially on the phase (easterly Until recently the models used to examine the climatic
or westeily) ot the QBO No mechanism has been proposed consequences ol enhanced greenhouse forcing had such
(oi this effect and the data on the QBO covei only about simplified oceans that ENSOs could not be simulated
3 5 solar cycles so that the leality ol the etfect is veiy Some models now simulate ENSO like but not entirely
Linceilain However Bamston and I lvesey (1989) in a realistic SST variations (Section 4) unloitunately long
caielul stud> find evidence toi statistically significant term variations in ENSO cannot be studied yet using
influences ot these factors on atmospheiic cnculation models The observational lecord leveals that ENSO events
patterns in the Noithein Hennspheie extiatiopics in wintei
have changed in liequency and intensity in the past The
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Figure 7.21: (a) Schematic diagram of areas and times of the year with a consistent ENSO precipitation signal (adapted from
Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987). (b) Monthly tropical sea surface and land air temperature anomalies 1961-1989; land data from P.D.
Jones and sea surface temperature data from the UK Meteorological Office. Tropics extend from 20°N to 20°S. Arrows mark
maximum ENSO warmth in the tropics.

strong SO fluctuations from 1880 to 1920 led to the
discovery and naming of the SO (Walker and Bliss, 1932)
and strong SO events are clearly evident in recent decades.
A much quieter period occurred from the late 1920s to
about 1950, with the exception of a very strong multi-year
ENSO in 1939-42 (Trcnbcrth and Shea, 1987; Cooper et
al., 1989). Quinn et al. (1987) (covering the past 450 years)
and Ropelewski and Jones (1987) have documented
historical ENSO events as seen on the northwest coast of
South America. Therefore, the potential exists for a longer
palaeo-record based on river deposits, ice cores, coral
growth rings and tree rings.
During ENSO events, the heat stored in the warm
tropical western Pacific is transferred directly or indirectly
to many other parts of the tropical oceans. There is a

greater than normal loss of heat by the tropical oceans,
resulting in a short period warming of many, though not all,
parts of the global atmosphere (Pan and Oort, 1983).
Consequently, warm individual years in the record of
global temperatures (Figure 7.10) are often associated with
El Nifios. Maxima in global temperatures tend to occur
about three to six months after the peak warmth of the El
Nino (Pan and Oort, 1983). Figure 7.21b shows monthly
anomalies of combined land surface air temperatures and
SST for the global tropics from 1961-1989. The strong,
coherent, warming influence of the 1972-73, 1982-83 and
1986-88 ENSO events on the record of tropical temperature
is very clear, as is the cold influence of the strong La Nina
episodes of 1974-75 and 1988-89.
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increased the frequency ol zonal flows over the higher
latitudes of the continents Note that the charactei ol the
warming experienced in the higher latitude Northern
Hemisphere in the the 1920s and 1930s differs from that of
the mid-1970s to early 1980s (Figure 7 10) when the North
Atlantic and Arctic stayed cool, or in parts, cooled further
Inter-decadal changes in the west African monsoon
circulation which have paiticulaily affected Sub-Saharan
African rainfall (Figure 7 16) were introduced in Section
7 5 1 The main change in atmospheric circulation has been
in the convergence ol winds into sub Saharan Africa in
summer from the north and the south (Newell and Kidson,
1984), less intense convergence gives less rainfall (Folland
et al, 1990) Drier years are also often accompanied by a
slightly more southerly position of the main wind
convergence (rain bearing) zone The North Atlantic
subtropical high pressure belt also tended to extend further
southward and eastwaid during the summer in the dry
Sahel decades (Wolter and Hastenrath, 1989)
7.9.3 The North Pacific
Circulation changes in the North Pacific have recently been
considerable and have been linked with regional
temperature changes Figure 7 23 shows a time series of
mean sea level piessure for the five winter months
November to March averaged over most of the extratropical North Pacihc loi 1946 1988 (Trenberth 1990)
This index is closely related to changes in the intensity of
the Aleutian low pressuie centre It is also quite stiongly
linked to a pattern ol atmospheric circulation variability
known as the Pacitic North American (PNA) pattern
(Wallace and Gutzlcr 1981) which is mostly conlincd to
the Noith Pacihc and to extratropical Noith America All
five wintei months showed a much deepei Aleutian Low in
the period 1977 to 1988 with icduced piessuie ovei nearly
all the extratropical Noith Pacihc north ol about 32 N
(Flohn et al 1990) The change in pressuie in Figuie 7 23
appears to have been unusually abiupt othei examples of
such climatic discontinuities have been analysed (Zhang
et al 1983) though discontinuities can sometimes be
artifacts of the statistical analysis ol lncgulai time series
The stronger Aleutian Low lesulted in waimei moistei an
being carried into Alaska while much colder an moved
south over the North Pacific These changes account for
the large Pacific temperature anomalies tor 1980-89 shown
in Figure 7 13, which are even cleaier for the decade 197786 (not shown) This decade had a positive anomaly
(relative to 1951 80) ol over 1 5°C in Alaska and negative
anomaly of more than 0 75°C in the cential and western
Noith Pacific
The above changes aie likely to have been lelated to
conditions in the equatonal Pacific 1977 1987 was a
period when much of the tiopical Pacilic and tiopical
Indian Oceans had persistently above normal SSTs (Nitta
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Figure 7.23: Time series of mean North Pacific sea level
pressures averaged over 27 5 to 72 5°N, 147 5°E to 122 5°W for
November through March Means for 1946 76 and 1977 87 are
indicated

and Yamada, 1989, and Figure 7 12a) Very strong El Nino
events and a lack of cold tropical La Nina events in the
period 1977-1987 (Figure 7 21b) contributed to this
situation
7.9.4 Southern Hemisphere
In Antarctica strong surface temperature inversions form in
winter but elsewhere in the Southern Hemisphere maritime
influences dominate The SO has a pronounced influence
on precipitation over Australia (Pittock 197*)) and also
affects New Zealand temperatures and piecipitation
(Gordon 1986) However the best documented iegional
circulation-temperature relationship in the Southern
Hemisphere is that between an index of the meridional
(southerly and noitherly) wind (Trenbeith 1976) and New
Zealand temperatuie The index is calculated b\ subtiacting
sea level piessuie values measured at Hobail (Tasmania)
horn those at Chatham Island (east ol New Zealand) A
tendency tor moie northeily mean flow acioss New
Zealand (Hobart pressure ielatively low) especiallv liom
about 1952 to 1971 has been related to geneially waimei
conditions in New Zealand after 1950 However a return to
more southerly (colder) flow after 1971 is not strongly
ieflected in New Zealand temperatures so the recent
warmth may be related to the general increase in
temperature in much of the Southern Hemisphere (Figures
7 10b, 7 12 and 7 13) This linding indicates that regional
temperature changes due to a future greenhouse warming
are likely to result from an interplay between large scale
warming and changes in local weather patterns

2M)
7.10 Cloudiness
Clouds modify both the shortwave (solar) and longwave
(terrestrial) radiation, the former by reflection and the latter
by absorption Therefore they may cause a net wanning oi
cooling of global temperature, depending on their type
distribution, coverage, and radiative characteristics
(Sommerville and Remer, 1984 Cess and Pottei, 1987)
Ramanathan et al (1989) show that with todays
distribution and composition ol clouds, their ovei all effect
is to cool the Earth (Section 3 3 4) Changes in cloudiness
are therefore likely to play a significant role in climate
change Furthermore, local and regional climate variations
can be strongly influenced by the amount of low middle
and high clouds
Observations of cloudiness can be made liom the Eailh s
surface by trained observers from land stations oi ocean
vessels, or by automated systems Above the Eaiths
surface, aircraft or space platforms are used (Rossow
1989, McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers
1989a)
Suipnsingly, surface-based observations of cloudiness give
closely similar results to space based observations Careful
and detailed intercomparisons, undertaken as a preliminary
part of the International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project (ISCCP) by Sze et al (1986), have demonstrated
conclusively that surface and space based observations are
highly correlated Space-based observations of cloudiness
11om major international programs such as ISCCP aie not
yet available for periods sulficiently long to detect longterm changes
7.70.7 Cloudiness Over Land
Henderson Sellers (1986 1989) and McGuffie and
Henderson-Sellers (1989b) have analyzed changes in total
cloud cover over Europe and Noith America during the
twentieth century It was found that annual mean cloudiness increased over both continents Preliminary analyses
foi Australia and the Indian sub-continent also give
increases in cloudiness The incieases are substantial lck
ol initial cloudiness/50 years over India 6%/8() yeais over
Europe 8%/80 years for Australia and about 10%/90 years
lor North America These changes may paitly lesult from
alteiations in surface-based cloud observing piactices and
in the subsequent processing ol cloud data This may be
especially true of the large increase in cloudiness appaicntly observed in many areas in the 1940s and 1950s At
this time (about 1949 or later, depending on the country)
the synoptic meteorological code, from which many of
these observations are denved generally underwent a
majoi change but not in the USA USSR and Canada
Observers began recording cloud cover in oktas (eighths)
instead of in tenths When skies were partly cloudy it is
possible that some observers who had been used to making
obseivations in the decimal system converted decimal
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observations ol cloud cover eironeously to the same
number ol oktas theieby ovcicstimating the cloud covei
Recently Karl and Steuicr (1990) have compared daytime cloudiness statistics ovei the USA with data from
automated sunshine recorders They indicate that there was
a much larger increase of annual cloud cover during the
1940s than can be accounted for by the small observed
decrease in the percentage ol possible sunshine The large
increase ol cloudiness may be attributed to the inclusion of
the obscuiing effects of smoke, haze, dust, and fog in cloud
cover reports from the 1940s onward (theie being no
change in the recording practice from tenths to oktas in the
USA) The increase in cloudiness after 1950 may be real
because an increase is consistent with changes in the
tempciatuie and precipitation lecords in the USA,
including the decreased diuinal temperature range seen in
Figuie 7 15
Obscived land based changes in cloudiness are difficult
to assess Nonetheless total cloud amount appears to have
increased in some continental regions, a possibility
supported by noticeable reductions in the diurnal range of
tempeiature in some of these regions Elsewhere the
cloudiness record cannot be interpieted reliably
7.10.2 Cloudiness Over The Oceans
Ocean-based observations of cloud cover since 1930 have
been compiled by Warren et al (1988) The data are
derived fiom maritime synoptic weather observations
Then numbei varies between 100,000 and 2 000,000 each
year incieasing with time and the geographic coveiage
also changes The data indicate that an increase in marine
cloudiness exceeding one percent in total sky covered on a
global basis took place liom the 1940s to the 1950s This
increase is not reflected in the proportion ol observations
having a cleai sky or a complete overcast The largest
increases weie in stratocumulus clouds in Northern
Hemisphere mid-latitudes and in cumulonimbus in the
tiopics Since 1930 mean cloudiness has mcieased by 3-4
peicent ol the total area ol sky in the Northern Hemisphere
and by about hall ol this value in the Southern Hemisphere
Fixed ocean weather ships placed after 1945 in the North
Atlantic and North Pacilic with well trained observers,
showed no trends in cloudiness between the 1940s and
1950s when other ship data Irom nearby locations showed
relatively large increases changes of the same sign as those
in available land records (Section 7 10 1) It is clearly not
possible to be confident that average global cloudiness has
really increased
7.11 Changes of climate Variability and Climatic
Extremes
Aspects of climate variability include those associated with
day-to-day changes inter-seasonal and interannual var-
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lonships are highly sensitive to the choice of region There
appears to be little relation between interannual variability
and the relative warmth or coldness of decadal averages
Although Diaz and Quayle (1980) found a tendency for
increased variability in the USA during the relatively warm
years of the mid-twentieth century (1921-1955), Karl
(1988) found evidence for sustained episodes (decades) of
very high and low interannual variability with little change
in baseline climate Furthermore, Balling et al (1990)
found no relationship between mean and extreme values of
temperature in the desert southwest of the USA
7.11.2 Droughts and Floods
An important question concerns variations in areas affected
by severely wet (' flood ) or drought conditions However,
drought and moisture indices calculated for Australia (not
shown), parts of the Soviet Union, India, the USA, and
China (Figure 7 24, previous page) do not show systematic
long-term changes Although this does not represent
anything like a global picture, it would be difficult to
envisage a worldwide systematic change in variability
without any of these diverse regions participating It is
noteworthy that the extended period of drought in the Sahel
(Figure 7 16) between 1968 and 1987 exhibited a
decreased interannual variability of rainfall compared
with the previous 40 years even though the number of
stations used remained nearly the same
7.11.3 Tropical Cyclones
Tiopical cyclones derive their energy mainly from the
latent heat contained in the water vapour evaporated from
the oceans As a general rule, for tropical cyclones to be
sustained, SSTs must be at or above 26°C to 27°C at the
present time Such values are confined to the tropics, as
well as some subtropical regions in summer and autumn
The high temperatures must extend through a sufficient
depth of ocean that the wind and wave action of the storm
itself does not prematurely dissipate its energy source For
a tropical cyclone to develop, its parent disturbance must
be about 7° of latitude or more lrom the equator Many
other influences on tropical cyclones exist which are only
partly understood Thus ENSO modulates the frequency of
tropical storms in some regions for example over the
north-west Pacific, mainly south of Japan (Li, 1985,
Yoshino, 1990), East China (Fu and Ye, 1988) and in the
central and southwest Pacific (Revell and Gaulter 1986)
The reader is referred to Nicholls (1984), Gray (1984),
Emanuel (1987) and Raper (1990) tor more detail
Have tropical cyclone frequencies or their intensities
increased as the globe has warmed over this century'
Current evidence does not support this idea perhaps
because the warming is not yet large enough to make its
impact felt In the North Indian Ocean the frequency of
tropical storms has noticeabl) decreased since 1970 (Figure
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Figure 7.25: Estimated number of tropical cyclones in
(a) Atlantic, and (b) North Indian Oceans over the last century
Data in (b) is less reliable before about 1950

7 25) while SSTs have risen here since 1970, probably
more than in any other region (Figure 7 13) See also Raper
(1990) There is little trend in the Atlantic, though
pronounced decadal variability is evident over the last
century There have been increases in the recorded
frequency of tropical cyclones in the eastern North Pacific,
the southwest Indian Ocean, and the Australian region
since the late 1950s (not shown) However, these increases
are thought to be predominantly artificial and to result from
the introduction of better monitoring procedures
Relatively good records of wind speed available from the
North Atlantic and western Pacific oceans do not suggest
that there has been a change toward more intense storms
either
7.11.4 Temporales of Central A menca
Temporales are cyclonic tropical weather systems that
affect the Pacific side of Central America and originate in
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the Pacific Inter-tropical Convergence Zone Very heavy
rainfall totals over several days occur with these systems,
but unlike hurricanes their winds are usually weak Their
atmospheric structure is also quite different Irom that of
huincanes as they possess a cold mid-troposphenc coie
Temporales typically last several days, are slow moving
and cause damaging floods and landslides in the
mountainous regions of Central America Records of
temporales are available since the 1950s They were
markedly more frequent in the eailier than in the later pait
of this period Thus there was an average of 2 4 temporales
per year in 1952 1961 (Hastenrath 1988) only 1959 had
no temporales In 1964-1983 the average reduced to 0 45
temporales per year and in 12 of these years there were
none
When the evidence in Section 7 11 is taken together, we
conclude that there is no evidence of an increasing
incidence of extreme events over the last few decades
Indeed some of the evidence points to recent decreases, for
example in cyclones over the North Indian Ocean and
tempoiales over Central America

7.12 Conclusions
The most important finding is a warming of the globe since
the late nineteenth century of 0 45 ± 0 15°C, suppoited by a
worldwide recession of mountain glaciers A quite similar
warming has occuired ovei both land and oceans This
conclusion is based on an analysis of new evidence since
previous assessments (SCOPE 29 1986) and iepresents a
small reduction in picvious best estimates of global
temperature change The most impoitant diagnosis that
could not be made concerns tempciatuie vanations ovei
the Southern Ocean Recent tiansient model iesults
(Section 6) indicate that this legion may be lesistant to long
teim tempeiature change A data set of blended satellite
and ship SST data is now becoming available and may
soon piovide an initial estimate of lecent Southern Ocean
tempeiature changes
Piecipitation changes have occuned ovei some laige
land regions in the past centuiy but the data sets aie so pooi
that only changes of Luge size can be monitoied with any
confidence
Some substantial regional atmospheric circulation
vanations have occuned over the last century notably ovei
the Atlantic and Europe Regional vanations in temperature
trends have also been quite substantial This indicates that,
in futuie regional climatic changes may sometimes be
quite diverse
Natural climate vanations have occurred since the end of
the last glaciation The Little Ice Age in paiticulai
invoked global climate changes of comparable magnitude
to the wanning of the last century It is possible that some
of the wanning since the nineteenth centuiy may icflcct the

cessation of Little Ice Age conditions The iather rapid
changes in global temperature seen around 1920 -1940 are
very likely to have had a mainly natural origin Thus a
better undcistanding of past variations is essential if we aie
to estimate reliably the extent to which the wanning ovei
the last century, and future warming, is the result of an
increase of greenhouse gases
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